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TORRE is a dream that comes true.

A TORRE coffee machine is the results of 

more than 20 years of experience in design, 

development and construction of espresso 

coffee machines.

Thanks to our commitment we are able to offer 

a wide selection of domestic and professional 

products.

The attention to detail, the use of the best 

components available on the market, combined 

with perfect thermal stability make Torre’s 

machines a product of excellence.

The introduction of simple, functional and 

aesthetically satisfying solutions such as the 

ERGO-LIFT dispensing lever, characterize and 

distinguish Torre’s products.

Our mission is the continuous search for 

improvement, because better is not enough.
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Entirely
made in Italy

Handcrafted production
with attention to detail

Export of Made in Italy
all over the world
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Agnese
COMMERCIAL LINE
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Agnese
COMMERCIAL LINE

➻	 Groups Ring with thermosiphonic circulation

➻	 Volumetric pump 100L/h

➻	 Traditional Steam taps

➻	 Automatic Hot water dispencer (with timer)

➻	 Copper Boiler 12,5 liters

➻	 Mechanic Pressostat

➻	 Electronic control board

➻	 Voumetric control of the coffee doses

➻	 Pre infusion 

➻	 Automatic groups washing cycles 

➻	 Double scale manometer

➻	 Second two spout filter holder optional

➻	 Standard colors INOX satin 

➻	 On request : RED-MAT BLACK-WHITE

 with possibility of customization
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Agnese
COMMERCIAL LINE
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Agnese
COMMERCIAL LINE
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Rosalina
COMMERCIAL LINE
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Rosalina
COMMERCIAL LINE

➻	 Groups Ring with thermosiphonic circulation

➻	 Volumetric pump 100L/h

➻	 Joystick Steam taps

➻	 Automatic Hot water dispencer (with timer)

➻	 Copper Boiler 12,5 liters

➻	 Mechanic Pressostat

➻	 Electronic control board

➻	 Double scale manometer

➻	 Volumetric control of the coffee doses

➻	 Shoot timer

➻	 Pre infusion 

➻	 Automatic groups washing cycles 

➻	 Display

➻	 Water filter alarm

➻	 Services cycles alarm

➻	 Second two spout filter holder included

➻	 Standard colors white-black, mat black-inox

➻	 Completely customizable on request
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Rosalina
COMMERCIAL LINE
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Rosalina
COMMERCIAL LINE
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Accessories

➻ GRINDERS Domestic Line

NANU  On Demand

 ➤ Engine: 310W 1350 g/min
 ➤ Burrs: Hardened steel 50mm
 ➤ Micrometric grinding setting
 ➤ Hopper: 300g 
 ➤ Size: W120xD180xH350mm 
 ➤ Weight: 5.6 kg
 ➤ LCD display
 ➤ Each dose is independently adjustable
 ➤ Portafilter locking clip
 ➤ Colors: Crome, Black
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Accessories

➻ GRINDERS PRO Line

GINETTO Dosatore

 ➤ Steel “high production” burrs 64 mm
 ➤ Engine 1400 rpm 350W
 ➤ Automatic to fill with security timer
 ➤ Hopper: 1.5 kg of coffee coffee beans
 ➤ Dosages can be adjusted
 ➤ Dosage counter
 ➤ Auto cooling system whit temperature sensor
 ➤ Soundproof grinding chamber
 ➤ 37x21x55h cms
 ➤ Weight kgs 13
 ➤ Color: silver gray, black, white

➻ GRINDERS PRO Line

GINETTO On Demand

 ➤ Engine: 350W 1400 g/min
 ➤ 64 mm “high production” steel Burrs
 ➤ Hopper: 1.5 kg of coffee
 ➤ Size: 21x37x55h cm
 ➤ Weight: 13 kg
 ➤ LCD display
 ➤ Auto cooling system whit temperature sensor
 ➤ Each dose is independently adjustable
 ➤ Portafilter locking clip
 ➤ Colors: Black, White
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➻

➻

➻

Wood case kit levetta:
 ➤ Wooden box with logo
 ➤ 2-cup filter holder with walnut handle complete with filter
 ➤ 1 cup filter holder with walnut handle complete with filter
 ➤ 1 walnut group lever
 ➤ 2 Joystick walnut lever

Wood case kit volantino:
 ➤ Wooden box with logo
 ➤ 2-cup filter holder with walnut
handle complete with filter

 ➤ 1 cup filter holder with walnut handle
complete with filter

 ➤ 1 walnut group lever
 ➤ 2 walnut  tap Handle with cromed brass caps

Wood case kit barista:
 ➤ Wooden box with logo
 ➤ Bottomless filter holder
with walnut handle complete with filter

 ➤ Milk jug
 ➤ Stainless steel tamper 58mm with walnut handle 
 ➤ Stainless steel tamper stand

Accessories
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Accessories

➻ Battifondi Pro

➻ Battifondi domestic
➻ Tampers

 ➤ Stainless steel tamper 58mm
 with walnut handle

 ➤ Stainless steel tamper 58mm
 with alloy handle

➻ Tamper stand➻ Milk jug
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The images shown are for illustrative purposes only. Specifications and technical information provided are indicative.
TORRE SRL reserves the right to make changes also to the products previously supplied, without notice and without any obligation.
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